BORDER CROSSING presents architects, designers, urban planners, and researchers who are working across boundaries—whether they are national borders, cultural lines, or disciplinary demarcations. In the current political climate, and in the border city of Buffalo, the program explores how borders can be productively transgressed through a number of discursive positions and practices, operating between territories, cultures, and ideologies. This series of speakers emphasizes the importance and urgency for transnational cross-pollination in architecture and planning and celebrates the positive impact of immigrants and citizens from diverse backgrounds. #BorderCrossing

University at Buffalo School of Architecture and Planning
Spring 2018 Public Programs
All events held at 6pm in 403 Hayes Hall unless otherwise noted. For more information and updates visit: ap.buffalo.edu

EVENTS

February 21
Clarkson Chair in Urban and Regional Planning
Ann Forsyth
Professor of Urban Planning, Director of the Master in Urban Planning Program, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University (Australia>USA>China>USA)

March 7
Jayna Zweiman
Co-Founder, Pussyhat Project (USA>Japan>USA>France>Italy>USA>Japan>Chile>USA>Spain>USA>UK>USA>Mexico>USA)

March 28
Scott Danford Memorial Lecture
James Shen
Founder, Partner, People’s Architecture Office and People’s Industrial Design Office Loeb Fellow, Harvard University (USA>UK>USA>China>USA)

April 4
Bethune Lecture
Clara Solà-Morales
Founder, Partner, Cadaval & Solà-Morales Assistant Professor of Architecture, ETSAB Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (Spain>USA>Spain>France>Spain>USA>Spain>Mexico>Spain)

April 11
Clarkson Chair in Architecture
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto
Founding Partner, Atelier Bow-Wow Professor of Architecture, Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan>France>Japan>USA>Japan>Denmark>Spain>Japan>USA>Japan)

April 14
Mark Wasiuta
Co-Director, Critical, Curatorial and Conceptual Practices in Architecture Program, Columbia GSAPP (Canada>France>USA)

February 28
Jammal Lecture
Thomas Barfield
Professor of Anthropology, Boston University President, American Institute for Afghanistan Studies (USA>Afghanistan>China>Uzbekistan>Mongolia>USA>Afghanistan)

March 14
Nisha Botchwey
Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning Director, Healthy Places Lab, College of Design, Georgia Institute of Technology (USA)

April 18
Sydney Gross Memorial Lecture
Eva Franch i Gilabert
Director, Storefront for Art and Architecture (Catalonia>Netherlands>Catalonia>USA>Cuba>USA>Germany>USA)

OFF-CAMPUS EVENTS

BUFFALO IN VENICE:
Time Space Existence
An officially-sponsored collateral event of the 2018 Venice Architecture Biennale Organized by the Global Art Affairs Foundation Venice, Italy
May 28–November 26

EXHIBITIONS

The public lecture series of the School of Architecture and Planning is supported by the following individuals and companies:
All 4 Buffalos/WNY | Architectural Resources | Clarkson Visiting Chair in Architecture and Planning | Scholander Design, Architects PC | Frank Gramieri ’93 | The Inn at Buffalo | Mary ’ya and Jorie Brackett | Mark Architecture | Niagara Frontier Chapter ASHRAE | Pella Windows and Doors Buffalo | Sydney Gross Memorial Fund | Viviane Jammal | UB Arts Management Program | UB Department of Art | UB Art Galleries | UB Gender Institute

All 4 Continuing Education Credits Available.
AP 4 Continuing Education Credits – Available Information on accessibility and accommodations for people with disabilities can be found at ap.buffalo.edu/visitor-info

The program explores how borders can be productively transgressed through a number of discursive positions and practices, operating between territories, cultures, and ideologies.